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Abstract

Purpose –The study develops a decision support system for the spatial distribution of store flyers, identifying
a number of factors related to the demand and the competition influencing the complexities of their allocation to
the target population.
Design/methodology/approach – The model was developed incorporating the insights found in existing
marketing literature and bypassing the limitations of the managerial practices. To this end, an in-depth
discussion with a panel of retailers was held. The model was tested in collaboration with a retail chain.
Findings – The proposed system is flexible and provides an almost endless array of solutions in accordance
with the retailer’s strategic approach to the market. It captures the key trade-offs that need to be made during
the decision-making process of a retailer with limited marketing resources.
Practical implications – The traditional managerial approach, based on a set of operational steps, is
overtaken by amodel that systematically considers the interrelationships between the decision-making factors
involved.
Originality/value –This is the first attempt to analyse spatial distribution of store flyers, a topic that has yet
to be explored in retail marketing research. The paper conceptualises the key variables which affect the
optimisation problem and reviews the different streams of extant research to obtain the appropriate insights.

Keywords Store flyer distribution, Spatial competitive models, Promotion strategy

Paper type Research paper

Introduction
Store flyers are an important medium for retailers of consumer packaged goods. They
play a strategic role in generating store traffic and shaping regular customers’
purchasing behaviour. Moreover, they are a flexible means to communicate the
assortment and convey a good price positioning, which are key attributes of the store’s
image. Despite the increase in the use of digital tools to target promotion, consumers
still maintain a solid preference on paper. As an example, over 60% of consumers
continue to prefer the paper flyer as the channel to access retailers’ offers.

Also the literature confirms that the paper flyer still works as an effective promotional
tool. A recent study aiming to measure the effectiveness of print versus online store flyers
showed that 80% of an Italian retail chain customers respond equally to both versions while
20% of the customers display a higher response to print (Ziliani et al., 2019). Consumers seem
to derive significant levels of social value from paper flyers as they permit easy discussion of
their content with relatives or friends, denoting an actual attachment to this medium.
Moreover, print flyers are perceived as a mark of consideration on the part of the brand and
the retailer (Simon, 2016; Simon and Andrews, 2015).

Thus, it is not surprising that retailers still rely on this tool, investing significant
resources, both human and financial. The flyer unit cost is almost insignificant: on average, it
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comes to a few cents to print and distribute a copy. However, if one considers the total number
of copies being distributed, the perspective changes radically: according to European
Letterbox Marketing Association (2016), 110bn flyers were distributed in 20 countries, for an
estimated cost of 3.84bn euro for distribution alone.

In the face of these figures and trends, the optimisation of the paper flyer and its distribution
will remain a focal point for retailers. Academic research has devoted attention to the effect on
brand and store performance of flyers design and composition aspects (e.g. Freo, 2005;
G�azquez-Abad and Mart�ınez-L�opez, 2016; Gijsbrechts et al., 2003; Pentus et al., 2018; Prediger
et al., 2018). Instead, no study has been carried out to examine the underlying marketing and
operational decisions behind the distribution of store flyers. This issue cannot be addressed
relying on a micro-marketing approach until flyers are distributed in a mass manner.

Therefore, the objective of the paper is to develop and test a decision support system for
flyers’ distribution planning within a given store format and market area. Current trends in
marketing support this objective. Specifically, this study echoes the recent call for a high
recognition of business goal during model development (e.g. Lessmann et al., 2019).

The model has been designed to maximise the efficacy of such a distribution in the face of
budget constraints. When marketing resources are inadequate to allocate a number of flyers
equal to the number of households in the market area, the proposed system is able to
determine the census tracts (the minimum geographical unit used for census purposes; in
Italy, there are 402,677 census tracts) in which the flyer is to be distributed to the residing
households and the census tracts in which it is not. It accomplishes this by establishing the
combination of the census tracts that maximises the retailer’s capacity to achieve its
promotional objectives (supporting store patronage by customers and attracting non-
customers), given the characteristics of the demand and the competition in the considered
market area. In so doing, the system does not abstract away from the key reality aspects of
the distribution problem by identifying and incorporating a number of criteria that influence
the optimisation of store flyers’ spatial coverage. Moreover, it overcomes some of the limits of
the traditional managerial practices which do not consider the relationships between the
decision factors globally. As a rule, retailers plan the distribution of the store flyers store by
store, based on the households density in each catchment area. This practice is largely used to
minimise the logistics costs, but does not take into account the fact that consumers may
patronise multiple stores. Moreover, such an approach does not capture the actual sales
potential of the market. Thus, there is a need for a reliable decision support system to help
retailers align their store flyer spatial allocation decisions with marketing principles.

By addressing a topic thus far unexplored and related to a medium that represents the
majority of retailers’ promotional budgets, the paper contributes to the existing retail
marketing literature in two main ways. Its chief contribution is the conceptualisation of key
variables that affect the optimisation problem of the spatial distribution of store flyers. The
second contribution is the systematisation of the extant academic research with an
interdisciplinary perspective in order to obtain the appropriate insights on a topic thus far
neglected.

Given the widespread use of store flyers and the magnitude of the money spent on them,
the expected managerial implications of this study are relevant. Firstly, the decision support
system is flexible and provides an almost endless array of solutions in accordance with the
retailer’s strategic approach to the market. Secondly, it is able to capture the concrete trade-
offs encountered by a retailer during the decision-making process when confronted with
limited marketing resources. Lastly, the system can be applied globally, even if it has been
developed for grocery stores.

The paper is organised as follows. The next section provides some background
information. The subsequent sections focus on the proposed model development and the
model evaluation results. Finally, concluding remarks are provided.
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Literature background
Academic research into the marketing and operational decisions concerning the distribution
of store flyers is virtually non-existent. This section reviews three streams of extant literature
fromwhich insights into the optimal spatial coverage for store flyers can be derived. The first
one reviews the published studies on store flyers and store performance; the second one
relates to models of spatial competition between retailers; the third stream of literature
surveys the relevant research from the area of retailers’ geomarketing. The following
discussion focusses on the more consistent contributions with the purpose of this study.

Feature promotions have drawn great interest from researchers and a stream of literature
has focussed on the implications of advertised deals at the store level and on the effectiveness
of the store flyer as a whole (e.g. Ailawadi and Harlam, 2009; Freo, 2005; Gijsbrechts et al.,
2003; Luceri et al., 2014; Mimouni Chaabane et al., 2010; Prediger et al., 2018). These studies
support the premise that store flyers have a positive impact on store performance (e.g. store
traffic and sales) and provide useful guidelines for decisions on the promotions to be offered
(e.g. the variety of featured purchasing options) and the way they should be communicated
(e.g. themethod used to signal the bargain price). In particular, the work by Luceri et al. (2014)
used a store format approach to directly link consumer deal response behaviour to the
effectiveness of the retailers’ promotion. The study demonstrates that the optimal store flyer
configuration is related to the store format, and the response to flyer promotion programmes
varies across customer segments in relation to their degree of store loyalty (additional vs
regular shoppers). A recent study by Kato and Hoshino (2019) highlighted that, while the
own-store flyers have a positive impact on store performance, the competitors’ ones have
negative effect. It also showed that store flyers’ effectiveness is related to store-specific
factors and market area features.

Spatial analysis and spatial interaction models have held the attention of scholars,
starting with the seminal proposition of Reilly (1929). The interest can be explained in light of
the relationship between growth, location strategy and market response (e.g. Newing et al.,
2018). Understanding how the location or acquisition of a new store affects demand is
important for retailers who wish to optimise market coverage and minimise cannibalisation
effects. Most of these studies are concerned with the notion of store attraction and are
developed on the basis of the model introduced by Huff (1964) that overcomes the limitations
associated with the Reilly-type model. Specifically, two dimensions of store attraction were
considered: a) spatial accessibility and b) variety of the assortment offered. The first
dimension is commonly operationalised as the distance of the store from consumers’
residential area, while store size is generally used as a proxy of the second dimension.
Subsequently, studies have focussed on the definition of a more comprehensive model. In
particular, the assessment of the role of the store format spatial competitive interaction has
shown that store attraction also depends on the inter-format competitive context (e.g. De
Beule et al., 2014; Gonz�ales-Benito et al., 2005).

Geographic information systems (GISs) have allowed retailers to geographically visualise
data from both external and internal sources. The integration of geo-visualisation techniques
and technologies within decision support activities allows retailers to exploit the information
potential at different levels (Chhetri et al., 2017; Chen, 2007). Specifically, the spatial analysis
of retail sales by category and across the entire portfolio of stores is facilitated (Hernandez,
2007; Murad, 2011; Rodr�ıguez et al., 2017). If the use of GIS is widespread among major
retailers, the literature is thwarted by the difficulty in accessing retailers’ databases on
consumers and their spatial behaviour (Hanaoka and Clarke, 2007).

Model development: conceptual framework
The model has been developed to incorporate the insights from the existing literature and to
overcome the limitations of the retailers’ managerial practices. It embraces four
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methodological premises: (1) the use of standardised and comprehensible econometric tools;
(2) the adoption of objective measures based on loyalty card data and other typically easy-to-
gather secondary data; (3) the use of the geomarketing approach to relate customers’ internal
data and markets’ external data to territory (geo-referenced data); (4) the assumption of the
overall store network within a specific store format (e.g. hypermarket, supermarket,
superstore; (5) and market area for the basis of optimisation.

The first two aspects are critical to the adoption of quantitativemodels by retail managers
(Simkin, 1996). The third one allows retailers to exploit the information potential of internal
loyalty card data, which shows who the customers are and the details of their buying
behaviour (where, when, how much and what they purchase; e.g. (Byrom, 2001), and enables
them to include local factors in the analysis (store locations, trading area characteristics and
competition; e.g. Bradlow et al., 2017). The last point deserves a more in-depth explanation.
Retailers usually decide on the flyers’ distribution store by store, relying on simple methods
as experience or analogies (Lugli, 2017). Conversely, the model points to a shift from a store to
a retail chain network (e.g. Rodr�ıguez et al., 2017) in regard to a specific store format (e.g.
Luceri et al., 2014) and market area (e.g. Kato and Hoshino, 2019). This is consistent with the
marketing perspective that informs flyers’ composition decisions (e.g. size of the flyer, value
of the featured promotions, product categories and brands featured (Gijsbrechts et al., 2003). It
is noteworthy that these decisions are made on the basis of store format differentiation and
market area characteristics in terms of consumers and competitors. Therefore, multiple stores
of the same retail chain operating within a specific store format and within a homogeneous
market area share the same flyer because they share the same assortment and the same
pricing policy (Luceri et al., 2014). The network approach, complemented by a store format
andmarket area view, is also appropriate for the following reasons: (1) the catchment areas of
the various stores may overlap; (2) the loyalty cards’ circularity promotes customers’ multi-
store patronage of a specific retail chain; (3) the retail chain stores within a specific local
market face the same competitors.

The retailer’s decisional problem is the optimisation of the distribution of a given number
of store flyers. Such a number is determined to be the ratio of the marketing spending
allocated to this communication lever and flyers’ printing and distribution unit cost (net of
fixed costs of flyers’ design). This problem arises whenmarketing resources are not adequate
to distribute a number of flyers equal to the number of households in the considered market.

The model resolves the decisional problem within a market area whose boundaries are
defined by placing the retail chain customers on the territory through their home addresses.
This is possible thanks to the use of loyalty card information combined with geographical
software (Murad, 2011). The flyers’ distribution area is therefore defined as the sum of the
effective catchment areas of the stores the retailer runs in a given market area and store
format. The approach proposed herein overcomes the limitations found in the more common
models (i.e. isochrone, isodistance and radial) that define the store catchment area
theoretically (Dennis et al., 2002).

The census tract is used as the minimum geographical unit to link the internal data set
(loyalty card information), the exogenous information concerning the demand (number of
households and inhabitants, grocery expenditure per capita) and the competition (number
and selling area of competing modern stores by store format) to the same geographical scale.
This spatial disaggregation allows to achieve a twofold objective: on the one hand, making
marketing decisions based on the in-depth spatial analysis of local market conditions; on the
other hand, the advantage of flexibility in planning the logistical process of door-to-door
flyer drops.

Themodel is based on the optimisation of a 0–1 normalised ranking of the census tracts in
the consideredmarket area (as previously defined). The rank for each census tract ismodelled
here as a function of its (1) importance and (2) attractiveness (Figure 1).
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The importance captures the current economic relevance of the census tract for the retailer
(Lugli, 2017). This factor explicitly considers the number of the retail chain customers
residing in the census tract and their total grocery spending at its stores. Thus, it is assumed
that the greater the number of customers and their expenditure, the greater the importance of
that census tract for the retailer.

The attractiveness measures the growth opportunities for the retail chain in the census
tract. This indicator takes the characteristics of both the demand and the competition
(Pellegrini, 2014) into account.

First, the larger the number of non-customers and their expenditure, the greater the census
tract attractiveness for the retailer. Therefore, attractiveness is measured considering the
number of inhabitants residing in the census tract who are non-customers of the retailer and
their total grocery spending.

Second, the larger the number of competing stores among which the inhabitants of a
census tract can choose and the closer they are to the census tract, the less its attractiveness
for the retailer. Specifically, the census tract can fall in the catchment area of one or more
competing stores that, in turn, can be more or less close to the census tract. Thus, the
attractiveness of the census tract for the retailer is minimal when it belongs to the first
isochrones of all of the competing stores, whereas the attractiveness is maximal when the
census tract does not fall in the catchment area of any of the competing stores. These are, of
course, extreme conditions. Both inter- and intra-format competitors must be considered (e.g.
Castaldo et al., 2013; De Beule et al., 2014; Gonz�ales-Benito et al., 2005).

At the same time, the attraction power of the retail chain stores on the inhabitants of the
census tract must be considered to assess the census tract attractiveness. The census tract
can fall in the catchment area of one or more stores managed by the retailer that, in turn, can
be closer to or further from the census tract. Therefore, the attractiveness of the census tract
for the retailer is minimal when it does not fall in the catchment area of any of its stores, and
vice versa, the attractiveness is maximal when the census tract belongs to the first isochrones
of all its stores. Once again, these are extreme conditions.

The catchment area of both the competing stores and the retail chain network stores is
defined in the model considering that their attraction power is influenced by the distance, the
store format and the store size (i.e. Levy et al., 2013; McGoldrick, 2002). A store’s ability to
attract customers increases with the breadth and depth of merchandise offered. The first
element is related to the store format and the second to the store selling area. With store

Figure 1.
Variables considered

for modelling the rank
of the census tracts
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format and store size being equal, the power of store attraction over demand is inversely
proportional to the distance; specifically, it is maximal in the so-called primary zone and
decreases as it shifts to the secondary zone, tertiary zone and so on. In the model, the distance
measurement is defined as the minutes needed to reach the store by car or foot, according to
the proximity service offered by the store (Table 1).

The objective function is optimised with a linear programming algorithm, as in
(Vairaktarakis, 1999), and it is subject to the following constraints. First, store flyers must be
distributed to all the households residing in a given census tract (Lugli, 2017). Indeed, there
are no objective parameters to decide which households the store flyer is to be distributed to
and which it will not. Thus, in the model, the store flyer is distributed to all of the households
in a given census tract or is not distributed at all. The second constraint is introduced to
incorporate the retailer’s strategic approach to the market into the model (e.g. Castaldo et al.,
2013; Gauri et al., 2017). Priority can be given to the current or the potential market. In the first
case, the retailer focusses on customers and protects the demand already conquered from the
shares of competitors; in the second case, the retailer focusses on non-customers and tries to
win market share. In other words, in the first case, priority is given to the importance of
census tracts, and in the second case, to their attractiveness. It is possible to view this as a
continuum from a completely defensive approach (where the attractiveness is not considered)
to a completely attacking one (where importance is not considered). It is the retailer who
decides the positioning along such a continuum and this decision can change over time. Thus,
the proposed model can be seen as a dynamic programming model.

Model development: mathematical formulation
Importance and attractiveness of a census tract g are measured with variables having
different nature and size. These variables are jointly normalised in the range ½0; 1�. The
normalisation has the further benefit in the subsequent linear programming problem,
allowing a unique finite solution.

It is assumed that the retailer has j ¼ 1; . . . ; J stores into the market area with census
tracts g ¼ 1; . . . ;G. The intra-format competing stores are k ¼ 1; . . . ;K, whereas the inter-
format competing stores are l ¼ 1; . . . ;L. Among the L inter-format competing stores, there
may be stores managed by the retailer in formats other than the one considered for the
optimisation.

The attractiveness of a census tract: the retailer’s stores
Stores have different distances from each census tract and in the model a discrete proximity p
is used, unlike in Gonz�ales-Benito et al. (2005) where the Euclidean distance is considered. The
proximities represent classes of distances in time from each census tract to a specific store, as
reported in Table 1. Formally, for a specific census tract g, the proximity to the retailer’s j-th
store is:

Store format Selling area (square meters) Reached
Isochrones (minutes by car or on foot)

I II III IV

Hypermarket ≥5000 by car 0− 10 > 10− 20 > 20− 30 > 30− 40
< 5000 by car 0− 7 > 7− 14 > 14− 21 > 21− 28

Superstore ≥2500 by car 0− 5 > 5− 10 > 10− 15 > 15− 20
Supermarket 1,300–2,499 by car 0− 3 > 3− 6 > 6− 9 > 9− 12

800–1,299 on foot 0− 4 > 4− 8 > 8− 12 > 12− 16
400–799 on foot 0− 2 > 2− 5 > 5− 7 > 7− 10

Source(s): Authors’ elaboration

Table 1.
Catchment area and
isochrones by store
format and selling area
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pðj; gÞ; j ¼ 1; . . . ; J ; g ¼ 1; . . . ;G:

Proximities and distances are inversely proportional, so large values of p correspond to small
distances. For a census tract g, stores have different proximities; hence, the overall proximity
index for the census tract g averages all these proximities. The maximum proximity, used for
normalisation, is:

δf ¼ max
g

fpð1; gÞ; pð2; gÞ; . . . ; pðJ ; gÞg:

The quantity δf is thus constant for all census tracts g ¼ 1; . . . ;G, representing the closest
distance to one or more stores. Stores too far have proximity equal to zero.

Introducing the indicator function 1, the following index is used:

1pðj;gÞ ¼ 1ðj;gÞ ¼
�
1 if the j–th store and the g–th census tract have p > 0;
0 otherwise:

The probability that a census tract g patronises any of the J store is equal to the average
proximity, compared to the closest possible retailer’s store to any census tract for the whole
market area, adjustedwith the total number of the retailer’s stores. Formally, such probability
is:

I gf ¼
PJ

j¼1pðj; gÞ1ðj;gÞ
J3δf

; g ¼ 1; . . . ;G: (1)

Note that in the numerator of probability in expression (1), the sum of proximities is not
fixed for all census tracts. In the denominator, J has been included to have a proper
normalisation.

For a census tract g, by construction I gf ∈ ð0; 1�, with extremes occurring under the two
most extreme conditions discussed further. The index used in expression (1) is close to zero
when almost all of the retailer’s stores are very far from the specific census tract g.
Conversely, if all the retailer’s stores are in the closest possible position to a specific census
tract g, then I gf ¼ 1. Index in expression (1) can be close to zero when only a small proportion
of the retailer’s stores exert an attraction on a census tract g.

Reducing the attractiveness of a census tract: the competing stores
The build-up of probabilities in (1) can be extended to the competing stores. For the intra-
format competing stores, proximities are denoted by:

pðk; gÞ; k ¼ 1; . . . ;K; g ¼ 1; . . . ;G:

With such proximities, the probability that any of the K competing store is visited by the
households residing in a census tract g (for the intra-format competition) is given by the
formula:

I gc ¼
PK

k¼1pðk; gÞ1ðk;gÞ
K3δc

; g ¼ 1; . . . ;G;

which takes values following the same arguments used when interpreting I gf , but now
focussed on the intra-format competition. Again, the number of stores affecting a specific
census tract g is not fixed for all census tracts. Hence, it may occur that for some of the K
stores, the proximity to a census tract g collapses to zero, meaning that none of theK store has
any patronage for the census tract g.
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For the inter-format competing stores, proximities are:

pðl; gÞ; l ¼ 1; . . . ;L; g ¼ 1; . . . ;G:

The probability that any of the L inter-format competing store is visited by the households
living in a census tract g is given by:

I gs ¼
PL

l¼1pðl; gÞ1ðl;gÞ
L3δs

; g ¼ 1; . . . ;G;

with a similar interpretation of I gf and I gc .
For the competing stores, the probabilities I gc and I

g
s are combined. A sensible approach is

to use:

I g ¼ I gc 3I gs : (2)

The joint probability (2) is proportional to the strength of the competition in the census tract g.
Higher values of I g ∈ ½0; 1� for census tract g are associated with conditions of severe
competition, as the retailer’s stores must face competition with (a roughly) similar number of
competing stores regardless of format. Values of probability (2) close to zero are associatedwith
either negligible inter-format competition or negligible intra-format competition (or both).

The attractiveness of a census tract: the retailer’s non-customers
The attractiveness of a census tract g is linked to the total number of the retailer’s non-
customers and their total grocery spending. The two variables are labelled as xtðn; gÞ and
xtðr; gÞ, respectively, and have different order/size and distribution. Since no absolute upper
bound can be used for normalisation, the construction of indices exploits the sample
correlation between xtðn; gÞ and xtðr; gÞ. The remarkable correlation between two variables
becomes a model assumption in the sequel.

The importance of a census tract
The importance of each census tract g is obtained by combining the number of current
customers of the retailer’s stores and their total grocery spending for all stores j ¼ 1; . . . ; J.
The retailer’s overall number of customers is denoted by xf ðn; gÞ and their total grocery
spending by xf ðr; gÞ, and they have strong empirical correlation. Again, this is becoming a
model assumption.

Factor analysis, smoothing and normalisation
Exploiting the large correlation between the variables, univariate indicators are created via
factor analysis (Skipper and Hanna, 2009). For the importance and the attractiveness, the first
principal component is:

yg ¼ a1xf ðr; gÞ þ a2xf ðn; gÞ and wg ¼ b1xtðr; gÞ þ b2xtðn; gÞ:
Each first component is the realisation of the underlying variable Yg and Wg, with smooth
distribution functions bFYg and bFWg . Details for bFYg are shown, but similar arguments hold forbFWg . The expression for bFYg is:

bFYg ðrÞ ¼
Z r

−∞

bf Yg ðtÞdt: (3)
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The integral bFYg is evaluated numerically by first fitting a spline to the kernel density
function bf Yg , estimated by:

bf Yg ðrÞ ¼ 1

Gh

XG
g¼1

Φ
�
r � Yg

h

�
;

where Φ is the Gaussian kernel and h the smoothing bandwidth parameter, chosen to
minimise the mean integrated squared error.

With the smooth distribution function (3), the census tracts are ranked in the interval ½0; 1�,
with the more important census tracts having a value closer to 1. Hence, bFYg ∈ ½0; 1� in (3)
represents the importance of census tract g for the retailer and is explicit function of the
number of the retailer’s customers and their total spending at its stores.

The build-up for the retailer’s non-customers is bFWg ∈ ½0; 1�, now playing the role of a
measure of attractiveness of a census tract.

Linear programming optimisation with flexible tuning parameters
The standardisations of the indices of attractiveness and the non-parametric indices bF are
simple to use and can be combined in a weighted mixture. The mixing of attractiveness and
importancewill be consideredwith a further set of tuning parameters. The optimal distribution
of flyers will take into account the indices of importance of a census tract g, given by (3), and an
overall index of attractiveness. As a summary of the overall level of attractiveness, each
building brick has the same weight; this implies that the simple average is the most natural
candidate, but other approaches are clearly possible. The overall score for attractiveness is:

Zg ¼ I gf þ bFWg þ ð1� I gÞ
3

; g ¼ 1; . . . ;G: (4)

Expression (4) is bounded in the interval ½0; 1�with values of Zg close to 1 for census tract g
beingmost attractive (low level of competition, high number of non-customers). Focussing on
the optimisation problem, it is necessary to select the census tracts where a number of vg
flyers will be distributed. This problem is tackled with the following linear problem, which
introduces four additional tuning parameters such that αi ∈ ½0; 1�, i ¼ 1; . . . ; 4, αi ≥ 0 andP
i

αi ¼ 1 (Shukla et al., 2011) used a similar approach for tuning a trade-off between
robustness and efficiency. The problem becomes:

max
XG
g¼1

α4
bFYg vg þ 1

3

h
α1 I

g
f vg þ α2

bFWgvg þ α3ð1� I gÞvg
i

subject to
XG
g¼1

vg ¼ V

and subject to
XG
g¼1

πgvg ≤C:

(5)

The notation ng indicates the overall number of families living in a census tract g. The total
number of flyers to be distributed is V , that is, an integer such that V <

P
g ng. A budget

constraint is included, with πg representing the total cost of flyer distribution in a specific
census tract g, and C denotes the overall cost of distribution. In the model setup, it is assumed
that the cost of distribution πg is constant for all census tracts.
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One consequence of the optimisation is that if V <
P

g ng, the distribution of flyers does
not occur in all G census tracts. But if a census tract is selected by the model, then the flyers
will be distributed to all households, that is:

vg ¼
�
ng if census tract g is selected
0 if census tract g is not selected:

For such a reason, it is unlikely that the equality V ¼ P
ng holds exactly (the constraint is

over the sum of vg and not the sum of ng), due to the selection of a sub-sample of census tracts.
Minor rounding will be necessary in those cases, making the overall number of flyers
distributed equal to V±e, with (small) e > 0.

The tuning parameter is such that for α4 ¼ 0, the retailer is “playing as forward” and is
prioritising the attraction of non-customers rather than the retention of current customers.
Conversely, for α4 ¼ 1, the retailer is “playing defence”, as the distribution will be mostly
spread across areas where the retailer is already dominant.

A brief description of inputs used in the optimisation is reported in Table 2.

Numerical analysis
Settings for the test
The proposed model was discussed in-depth with a panel of grocery retailers operating in
Italy who confirmed the conventional managerial practices used for flyer distribution. All the
managers agreed on the capability of the proposed model to guarantee a more rigorous and
marketing-oriented approach, especially when the number of flyers distributed must be
reduced. In their opinion, spatial allocation that simultaneously considers the factors of the
model would help to maximise store performance.

A leading retailer provided the data to test the model in the hypermarket format in a
specific market area served with two stores of 6,000 and 4,500 square metres, respectively.

The distribution area was defined as the sum of the catchment areas of the two
hypermarkets through the geocoding of the loyalty card customers’ addresses. In this area
there were 188,532 resident households (National Bureau of Census) and the retailer faced the
competition of five superstores (15,979 square metres in total), 58 large and medium
supermarkets (56,974 square metres in total), 73 small supermarkets (14,294 square metres in
total) and 35 discount stores (22,175 square metres in total).

Notation used Description and properties

J Total number of stores of the retailer for which the optimal distribution of flyers is designed
G Total number of census tracts in the market area
K Total number of intra-format competing stores
L Total number of inter-format competing stores
I gf Proximity index ∈ð0; 1�Þ for the J retailer’s stores (used to build attractiveness)
I gc Proximity index∈ð0; 1�Þ for theK intra-format competing stores (used to build attractiveness)
I gs Proximity index∈ð0; 1�Þ for the L inter-format competing stores (used to build attractiveness)
I g Overall proximity index ∈ð0; 1�Þ for the K þ L competing stores
Yg First principal component for the importance of census tract
Wg First principal component for the attractiveness of census tractbFYg Kernel smooth distribution ∈ð0; 1Þ of Yg (used to define importance)bFWg Kernel smooth distribution ∈ð0; 1Þ of Wg (used to build attractiveness)
Zg Overall index of attractiveness
V Total number of flyers distributed
αi ≥ 0 Tuning parameters ∈½0; 1� for a forward/defence strategy
C Overall cost of distribution

Table 2.
Summary of variables
and parameters used in
the optimisation
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Themarketing problem posed by the retailer was to reduce the number of flyers from 133,000
to 123,000 (�8%), without losing sales and choosing an offensive strategic approach. The
information of the annual grocery spending of the target population was obtained from the
retailer’s hypermarkets loyalty card database for its customers and the National Bureau of
Census for non-customers.

The test lasted seven months (April–October 2017) and results were evaluated by
comparing before–after actual sales on a monthly basis. Historical transaction data for the
two hypermarkets were used since January 2005. The opening dates of three new competing
stores were taken into account and coded with dummy impulse variables.

The sales were detrended and adjusted seasonally by a multiplicative SARIMA model
(Arunraj et al., 2016), with the aim to contrasting the before–after sales without bias. The
results, properly standardised by the baseline, were investigated with a t − test for
differences of means.

Time series of sales: fitted model and diagnostics
The time series of log-transformed sales yt and the fitted log-transformbyt are jointly displayed
in Figure 2 (black solid line and grey dashed line, respectively). The fit is very good, with an
adjusted R2 larger than 0.9, and all model diagnostics hinting to an uncorrelated residual
process.

The reallocation of the target flyers in the market area
The market area consists of G ¼ 3; 584 census tracts located in Parma (Italy) and nearby
suburbs and villages. The retailer’s hypermarkets are labelled with a black dot in Figure 3,
while the five intra-format competing stores and the 59 inter-format ones are not displayed for
convenience.

The optimisation of (5) was achieved using GLPK; the budget constraint C in euros is not
reported for confidentiality reasons. The computation is limited to the special case of
α1 ¼ α2 ¼ α3 ¼ 1=3, that is, all of the indicators of attractiveness have equal weight. The
retailer decided a purely “attacking” strategy and decided to set α4 ¼ 0. In Figure 3, the light
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grey line and the dark grey solid one represent the census tracts where distribution was
active before and after the optimisation, respectively.

Themain finding is that some villages were no longer reached by the distribution process,
mostly located in the north-west part of themarket area. This is motivated by the reduction of
the number of flyers distributed, but also by the attacking choice: census tracts where the
competition is weak, or absent, were ruled out by the optimisation, independently from their
distance to the two hypermarkets. These hypotheses are validated via proper statistical tools
to get significant evidence.

Comparison before–after on adjusted and standardised data
With the fitted model, for each time period t, it is possible to assign to each census tract the
estimated components of trend and seasonality, thus standardising the data of all census
tracts. The performance of the model at census tract level can be evaluated by analysing the
sales data of the retailer’s customers with loyalty cards, since they can be geo-referenced
through their home address. These data during the test period of seven months (April–
October 2017) were contrasted with those of over the same period during 2016. The
comparisons were performed via several pairwise t-tests, adopting the conservative
Bonferroni correction false discovery rate to avoid and compute the p-value suitably. The
dependence is taken into account when computing the standard errors of estimates.

Results showed no significant difference before and after the reduction in the number and
the reallocation of the flyers (Table 3).

An additional comparison was carried out for customers without loyalty cards. Since their
spending cannot be tracked and referred to a specific census tract, data can be evaluated at an
aggregate level only (store level). A model to take into account the trend, cycles and
seasonality was fitted. Even for those customers, no significant difference was found before
and after the reduction of the number of flyers.

In conclusion, despite the sensible reduction of the number of flyers, no significant
reduction of sales emerged. Therefore, the model has successfully passed the test phase.

Conclusion
The objective of the paperwas to propose and test a decision support algorithm for the spatial
distribution of store flyers that accounts for retailers’ objectives during model development

Figure 3.
The spatial
distribution of store
flyers before and after
using the
optimisation model
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(e.g. Lessmann et al., 2019). Several factors were taken into account to optimise this decision:
the characteristics of the demand and the competition in a market area whose boundaries
were defined as the sum of the catchment areas of all the retailer’s stores in a specific format
that share the same flyer. The test phase proved the validity of the model and its ability to
enforce a rigorous decision-making process.

This is the first attempt to analyse the spatial distribution of store flyers, a topic
unexplored in prior retail marketing research. The paper conceptualises the key variables
that affect the optimisation problem and reviews the different streams of extant academic
research with an interdisciplinary perspective in order to obtain the appropriate insights.
Even if this study concentrates on mass distribution of store flyers, the algorithm does not
exclude the aspect of micro-segmentation. The conditio sine qua non is the affordability of a
personalised sending.

The managerial implications of the proposed model are also relevant, providing retailers
with a reliable decision support system. The model is flexible, providing an almost endless
array of solutions according to the retailer’s strategic approach to themarket. Specifically, the
retailer can choose whether to focus on customers or non-customers; in other words, it is
possible to define a specific orientation between retention and attraction objectives, which is
valuable from both a strategic and tactical perspective. At the strategic level, it gives retailers
the freedom to distribute store flyers according to changes in the marketing environment; at
the tactical level, it allows retailers to promptly react to aggressive actions by competitors.
The flexibility of the model is also useful for differentiating the management of flyers
covering the same promotional period, but with different content and target populations.
Consider, for example, a retailer who has planned a flyer dedicated to gardening in addition to
the usual one featuring grocery products for its hypermarkets. In the first case, themarketing
objective is to increase the share of wallet among actual customers and the model allows
retailers to define the flyer’s spatial distribution based on a defensive approach. In the second
case, the marketing objective is to conquer new customers and the model allows retailers to
define the flyer’s spatial distribution based on an attacking approach. As a result, the model
better captures the realistic decision environment faced by retailers, including several key
aspects ignored by actual managerial practice.

The relevance of these managerial implications will remain important in the future, as
retailers agree that paper flyers are compatible with digital promotional tools (Ziliani and Ieva,
2015). Moreover, they pursue complementary aims (Jensen et al., 2014): digital flyers allow for
better targeting, they stimulate sharing among users and provide retailers with a good
performance analysis instrument; paper flyers allow retailers to reach everyone, promote offers,
generate interest and brand awareness as well as to maintain customer loyalty.

This study is constrained by limitations that point to areas for further future research. It
would be interesting to investigate the case of retailers with marketing goals and distribution

Census tracts where flyers
Monthly sales per capita

2016 (Euro)
Monthly sales per capita

2017 (Euro) p−value

(1) were distributed (before and after the
optimisation)

135 137 0.19

(2) were distributed after the
optimisation (not before)

141 138 0.5

(3) were distributed before the
optimisation (not after)

105 101 0.22

(4) were not distributed (before and after
the optimisation)

136 135 0.41

Table 3.
Summary of results of
the optimisation via

comparison of before–
after sales data. The
sales are average of

census tracts
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issues different from those hitherto analysed. Moreover, the analysis of catchment areas,
defined according to different types of gravitational models, is a further interesting avenue
for research. Proximities do not consider multi-purpose andmulti-destination shopping trips,
but future research could improve such ameasure. Finally, a promising topic is the evaluation
of store network performance in the face of different strategic approaches to flyer
distribution. What happens to the share of wallet, total sales, gross margins and store
patronage when the retailer shifts from a defensive approach to an attacking one? This is just
one of the possible questions related to store performance to which supplying an answer
relying on the proposed model is valuable. It is believed that this study provides scholars and
practitioners with the foundation and framework to systematically investigate market
contexts very different from grocery retailing.
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